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1. Introduction

In recent years, increasing attention has been paid to periodi-
cally poled ferroelectric domain structures because of their 
attractive nonlinear optical properties. The second-order non-
linear coefficients of the inverted domains have different signs; 
thus, the periodical nonlinear coefficients enable quasi-phase-
matching techniques for efficient frequency conversion in both 
one- and two-dimensional structures [1–5]. In addition, this 
class of materials provides more possibilities for the discovery 
of novel phenomena, such as conical second-harmonic genera-
tion (SHG) [6, 7], nonlinear Airy beams [8], Cerenkov second-
harmonic generation [9–11], the nonlinear Talbot effect  
[12, 13], and superfocusing [14]. During the development of 
new materials, thin films of periodically inverted domains have 
been fabricated [15–19] that retain the ability of quasi-phase-
matching of bulk structures; furthermore, as potential building 
blocks for integrated devices, thin films would have advan-
tages in many applications, such as miniaturization, ease of 
tuning [16], and tight mode confinement [17, 18].

To monitor the poling processes and visualize the domain 
structures, various observation techniques for domains or 
domain walls have been proposed, including surface treat-
ment [20–22], scanning electron microscopy [23], near-field 
scanning optical microscopy [24], scanning  second-harmonic 
microscopy [25], electro-optic imaging [26, 27], x-ray 
imaging [28], and second-harmonic imaging [29]. The limi-
tation is that these methods cannot distinguish between the 
antiparallel poling directions of domains noninvasively. One 
way to overcome this limitation is to utilize a near-field piezo-
electric force microscopy, which is based on the reverse 
piezoelectric effect [30]. Another way is to use the far-field 
second-harmonic interference imaging. Under the excita-
tion of the same fundamental field, the SH signals generated 
from inverted domains [25] possess different phase informa-
tion because of the different signs of the second-order non-
linear coefficients. Therefore, by measuring the phase of the 
SH signals, the domain inversion can be observed. The phase 
difference of the SH can be visualized by making use of inter-
ference with an external reference field at the same frequency 
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[31–35]. Superposed SH imaging of a periodically poled 
LiTaO3 (PPLT) plate has been obtained with transmission 
geometry [36], and the antiparallel domains were differenti-
ated by bright and dark interference patterns. However, it is 
possible that this method does not apply to thin films because 
these films are usually fabricated on or bonded to substrates, 
which may interact with the transmitted signals. For example, 
the substrates may be opaque or have intrinsic nonlinearity, 
so they can affect the interference and imaging. In this letter, 
we show that the interference technique can be combined 
with scanning microscopy, which increases the resolution and 
contrast of microscope image [37]. Scanning microscopy has 
been widely applied in life science and material science, and 
here we present a convenient method based on this technique 
for the characterization of domain structures.

2. Experiment

Our experimental setup is illustrated in figure 1(a). We utilize 
a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (75 fs, 80 MHz) operating at 
a wavelength of 840 nm as the excitation source. The funda-
mental wave is coupled into a commercial upright laser scan-
ning microscope and focused onto the sample by an objective 
lens (40  ×, N.A.  =  0.95). The sample is mounted on the stage 
so that the x-y plane of the crystal is horizontal, and the lin-
early polarized fundamental wave propagates along the z-axis. 
The back-reflected and scattered SH signals are collected by 
the same objective. Then the fundamental wave collected 
together is filtered out, and the SH signals are dispersed and 
detected by a photomultiplier.

The sample used in our experiments is a z-cut 2D PPLT 
plate. Domain inversion is achieved by the conventional elec-
tric poling method. The LiTaO3 (LT) crystal possesses 3m 
symmetry, and the second-order nonlinear susceptibility can 
be represented as

[χijk] =




0 0 0 0 0 χ113 χ131 χ112 χ121

χ211 χ222 0 χ223 χ232 0 0 0 0
χ311 χ322 χ333 0 0 0 0 0 0


 .

 
(1)

Given the experimental setup, only the second-order nonlinear 
polarization in the x-y plane needs to be considered. Then, the 
second-order nonlinear polarization of the positive domains 
along the x- and y- directions can be written as

P2ω
x,p = (χ112 + χ121)ExEy,

P2ω
y,p = χ211E2

x + χ222E2
y , (2)

where Ex and Ey are the fundamental fields along the x- and 
y- directions, respectively. The crystal structure of the nega-
tive domain can be obtained by rotating the positive domain 
by 180° about the x-axis; the transformation matrix of this 
operation is

αx =




1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1


 . (3)

Then, the second-order susceptibility tensor of the negative 
domain can be derived via the transformation

χ′
ijk = αilαjmαknχlmn. (4)

It is easy to see that the absolute values of all the tensor comp-
onents stay unchanged after the transformation, and the signs 
of the non-vanishing components become negative. Therefore, 
the relative nonlinear polarization of the negative domains can 
be written as

P2ω
x,n = (−χ112 − χ121)ExEy = −P2ω

x,p ,
P2ω

y,n = −χ211E2
x − χ222E2

y = −P2ω
y,p , (5)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the scanning microscopy. (b) Visualization of inverted domains by SH interference. (x, y, z) are the space axes, 
(x1, x2, x3) are the orthogonal physical axes of the reference LT plate and the PPLT. The thick arrows indicate the ferroelectric polarization 
directions.
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and the SH signals from the positive and negative domains 
have a phase shift of π which can be observed by interference, 
as shown schematically in figure 1(b).

3. Results and discussion

Figure 2(a) shows a typical scanning SH image of the PPLT 
crystal without introducing the interference SH beam. Here, 
we locate the focal plane close to the upper surface of the 
PPLT sample. The dark triangular rings represent the domain 
boundaries among the antiparallel domains. The widths of 
the domain walls in figure  2(a) are measured to be 0.5 µm 
~1 µm, which agree well with the reported values [38]. The 
second-order nonlinear coefficients in the boundaries gener-
ally become smaller because of the twisted crystal structure 
near the boundaries. The bright triangles and the background 
regions result from the positive and negative domains. The 
signal intensities from all of the bright areas are nearly equal 
because the positive and negative domains share the same 
absolute values of the second-order nonlinear susceptibili-
ties, as discussed above. Also, because the Cerenkov-type 
SHG can be greatly enhanced by the boundaries [29], it can 
be utilized to observe the boundaries between the ferroelectric 
domains [39]. In the experiment, we increase the numerical 
aperture of the imaging system to collect the back-scattered 
Cerenkov SHG signals. As shown in figure  2(b), the bright 
triangular rings can be seen clearly, which result from the 
Cerenkov SH signals emitted at the boundaries. The areas 
other than the boundaries are not visualized in figure  2(b) 
because the Cerenkov SH signals are quite weak in homoge-
neous LT domains.

To study the phase information of the SH from the sample, 
we introduce a reference SH wave by placing a piece of z-cut 
un-poled LT crystal on top of the PPLT crystal. In this geom-
etry, the fundamental wave travels through the LT plate first 
and then is transmitted into the PPLT sample, as figure 1(b) 
shows. Both crystals generate SH waves at the same fre-
quency, which interfere with each other [35]. When the crys-
tallographic axes of the reference LT crystal coincide with that 
of the positive domains of the PPLT crystal, their second-order 
nonlinear susceptibilities can be represented by the identical 
matrix. Therefore, the SH waves produced from the reference 

crystal and the positive domains have the same phases. In this 
case, the positive domains are shown by constructive inter-
ference as the bright patterns in figure 3(a), while the nega-
tive domains are presented as a dark background caused by 
destructive interference because the corresponding SH waves 
have opposite phases relative to that from the reference LT 
crystal. The intensity pattern in figure 3(a) reflects the phases 
of the SH signals from various domains, which can reveal 
more information in comparison with the SH imaging method 
without the reference LT crystal [29] (see figure  2(a)). The 
interference SH image is obtained by scanning, i.e. only one 
point is recorded by the scanning microscopy at one time. In 
comparison with general interference microscopy [36], better 
resolution can be obtained. In addition, the signal-to-noise 
ratio can be improved because the backward signals can avoid 
the background SH noises in the forward direction [25]. The 
stable alternately bright and dark SH pattern indicates that the 
SH waves from antiparallel domains have different phases.

The image quality can be tuned by changing the rela-
tive phase between the reference wave and the SH from the 
sample, which can be achieved by simply rotating the refer-
ence LT plate around its z-axis by an angle of, for example, 
180°. The corresponding transformation matrix is

αz =



−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1


 . (6)

The second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor is trans-
formed into



0 0 0 0 0 χ113 χ131 −χ112 −χ121

−χ211 −χ222 0 χ223 χ232 0 0 0 0
χ311 χ322 χ333 0 0 0 0 0 0


 ,

 
(7)

and the second-order nonlinear polarization of the reference 
LT crystal in the x-y plane becomes

P2ω
x,r = −P2ω

x,p = P2ω
x,n ,

P2ω
y,r = −P2ω

y,p = P2ω
y,n . (8)

The phase of the reference SH wave is shifted by π [35], while 
the phase of the SH waves from the PPLT domains are not 

Figure 2. (a) Surface SH image of the PPLT crystal without reference. (b) Cerenkov-type SHG at the domain boundaries. The image 
patterns present the intensity distributions of the SH waves from the samples. Scale bar, 5 µm.
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Figure 3. Superposed SH images. (a) Interference pattern when the crystallographic axes of the reference LT plate coincide with that of 
the positive domains. (b)–(f) Patterns under the rotation of the LT plate around the z-axis by 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, and 300°, respectively. 
Scale bar, 5 µm.

Figure 4. Images at different focal planes. From the left column to the right column, the focus moves deeper into the sample. (a)–(c) 
Superposed SH images at different focal planes when the crystallographic axes of the reference LT plate coincide with that of the positive 
domains. (d)–(f) Superposed SH images at different focal planes after the LT plate is rotated by 60°. (g)–(i) SH images without reference 
SH at various focal planes. Scale bar, 5 µm.

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50 (2017) 485105
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affected. Under this condition, positive domains are repre-
sented as dark triangles because of destructive interference, 
while the SH pattern from the negative domains is bright 
because of constructive interference (figure 3(d)). Because 
the z-axis of the LT crystal is a three-fold rotation axis, the 
same phase shift of π to the reference SH wave can be intro-
duced by rotating the LT plate around the z-axis by an angle 
of 60° or 300°. As shown in figure 3, the interference patterns 
show positive domains when the LT crystal is rotated by 0° 
(figure 3(a)), 120° (figure 3(c)), and 240° (figure 3(e)), while 
the patterns with the reference LT crystal being rotated by 60° 
(figure 3(b)), 180° (figure 3(d)), and 300° (figure 3(f)) present 
negative domains. Therefore, the selective imaging of positive 
or negative domains in the sample can be easily achieved by 
rotating the reference LT plate.

In addition, the interference patterns also change with 
the location of the focal plane. By adjusting the position of 
the microscope stage along the z-axis, we visualize different 
planes inside the sample, as shown in figures  4(a)–(f). At 
the beginning, when the focal plane is at the surface of the 
PPLT sample, the positive domains are shown as bright trian-
gles, while the dark background represents negative domains 
(figure 4(a)). As the focal plane moves deeper, the intensities 
of the signals from the positive domains appear to be lower 
first (figures 4(b)–(c)), and then increase after reaching a 
minimum value. Similarly, the intensities of the signals from 
the negative domains increase first and then decrease after 
reaching a maximum value. After rotating the reference LT 
plate by 60°, the evolution of the interference images at dif-
ferent imaging planes still has similar characteristics, as 
shown in figures 4(d)–(f). This can be attributed to an addi-
tional phase offset caused by dispersion [40]. The SH signals 
are mostly limited to the focal plane [25]. Before reaching 
the focal plane, the reference SH wave, together with the fun-
damental wave, propagates in the PPLT crystal for a certain 
distance. Because the refractive indices of waves at the funda-
mental and SH frequencies are different, an additional phase 
difference is introduced between the reference SH wave and 
the fundamental wave, as well as the SH wave from the PPLT 
crystal. The deeper the focal plane is located, the larger the 
phase difference is. As a result, the contrast in the SH pat-
tern of positive and negative domains changes with the loca-
tion of the focal plane. As a comparison, we study the image 
variation at different planes without introducing the reference 
SH wave. Although the intensities of SH signals vary with the 
location of the focal plane, they remain independent of the 
ferroelectric polarization of domains, as figures 4(g)–(i) show. 
The dependence of the superposed SH image on the depth of 
the focal planes provide more evidence that the periodic pat-
terns originate from the interference between SH waves from 
the reference LT crystal and the PPLT crystal.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have investigated the superposition of two 
SH waves from PPLT and un-poled LT slices with scanning 
microscopy. The interference patterns show that the SH waves 

from inverted domains have different phases. By varying the 
imaging planes, the phase difference between the interfering 
waves can be adjusted, which results in various interference 
patterns. The SH interference scanning microscopy method 
reported in this work is suitable for the observation of thin 
films or the surface of domain structures. Besides the out-
of-plane domains as demonstrated in our experiment, such 
imaging technique can be easily extended to observe the in-
plane domains [18, 41] by properly choosing the reference 
plate. This method can provide better understanding of the 
phase features of various ferroelectric domains and enriches 
characterization tools for nonlinear optical materials.
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